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NEW BOOK EXPLAINS “WHERE BERNIE WENT WRONG”

Bernie Sanders understood the problems—but are his solutions the right ones?

Hillary Clinton eventually, after much hemming and hawing, embraced virtually the whole Sanders program. Can you guess the one big exception? Millions of young people who joined “Bernie’s army” found him a refreshing voice speaking directly to them. So Sanders’s program remains very much alive for both the campaign and for America.

Will Sanders’s ideas work? Where Bernie Went Wrong is written by Hunter Lewis, a globally recognized economics expert. It concludes that Sanders is completely justified in calling for a revolution against today’s political and economic elites, but that his proposed solutions run the risk of increasing crony capitalist corruption, which would make the plight of the poor and middle class even worse.

Lewis explains what we should be doing about economic inequality and a failing economy and society. This isn’t the usual left or right approach. He doesn’t just explain what’s wrong—he tells us what to do.

Hunter Lewis, co-founder of global investment firm Cambridge Associates, has written ten books on economics and moral philosophy. He has served on boards and committees of fifteen leading not-for-profit organizations, including environmental, teaching, research, and cultural organizations, as well as the World Bank. More information is available at the link below.

For more information about the book and author go to:

https://www.axiospress.com/bookstore/Where%20Bernie%20Went%20Wrong

For review copies (electronic or print), please contact: Jody Banks at jbanks@axiosinstitute.org
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